Abstract: Our paper is a delta-normal VaR application in the case of small developing economy. It assesses the exchange risk associated to the Tunisian public debt portfolio. We use daily spot exchange rates of the Tunisian dinar against the three main currencies composing the long run public debt portfolio, the dollar, the e uro and the yen.
Introduction
Since the middle of the nineties, the Value-at-Risk (VaR) method has becoming a widespread risk measure. Despite the approach is controversial in theory, there is no doubt of the VaR success a mong financial practitioners and regulatory institutions mainly because of its synthetic character. The VaR provides a direct and compact appreciation of the risk level associated to an asset portfolio.
Basle Committee on banking supervision, with the "amendment to the capital accord to incorporate market risks" [January 1996 ], allows banks to use proprietary in-house models for measuring market risks as an alternative to a standardized measurement framework. This paper is interested in the Tunisian public debt management strategy. It makes use of the VaR approach within its parametric version to assess the exchange risk associated to the long run public debt portfolio. It is the first study that applies the VaR approach to a small developing economy.
We use daily data of the Tunisian dinar exchange rates vis-à-vis the three principal currencies composing the long run national debt portfolio which are the dollar, the euro and the yen. We are interested in the period from 01/01/1999 to 06/30/2006.
We firstly demonstrate that the VaR methodology could be applied to a small developing economy. We show that the optimal daily data length is annual. The daily exchange returns of the Tunisian dinar do converge to the normal distribution when portfolios are annual. A longer time series verify less and less the normality assumption.
We assume also that a 95% confidence level reduces at maximum the bias of Leptokurtic distributions with a Kurtosis excess.
Concerning the economic policies aspects of our study, the results conclude in favor of the Tunisian public debt management credibility regarding its exchange risk component.
Our results are also in conformity with the World Bank recommendations [2004] related to the Tunisian public debt strategy. The dominant character of the public debt management policy in Tunisia is its prudence.
Our main conclusion is the following: The euro is the refuge value in managing the Tunisian public debt portfolio as only the betas associated to the Tunisian dinar exchange rate against the euro are negative.
Moreover, the component VaR analysis proves that the Japanese yen is the first risk source in the Tunisian debt portfolio followed by the American dollar. On the contrary, the euro represents a potential hedge against this risk. Its component VaR values are slightly negative or null.
We prove also that the diversification degree of the calculated VaR is stable throughout the studied period. The VaR associated to the Tunisian public debt portfolio are not diversified at 65% level.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: The first section sets the VaR approach in its theoretical and empirical framework through a brief presentation of the related literature. The second section describes data and explains methodology. While, the third section summarizes the main results.
Section 1: The VaR approach in the literature

How to measure risk? A little history
Before Markowitz, the financial risk was identified as the correcting factor of the anticipated return. Adjusted returns to risk were so defined in an ad hoc manner. The main advantage of this simple method of assessing risk is to allow an ordinal classification of investments.
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Markowitz [1952, 1956] suggests as risk measures associated to investment returns the variance or the standard deviation from the means of the returns distribution. In the assets portfolio case, the risk is measured via the covariance between each pair of assets.
Where X and Y represent random returns.
So that, the risk associated to an assets portfolio is measured through the multivariate returns distributions of all assets in that portfolio.
A multivariate distribution is characterized by both the statistical characteristics of all component random variables and the interdependence structure between these variables. Markowitz expresses the first through the two first moments of the different univariate returns distributions. He describes the second via the linear correlation coefficient of each pairs of returns. Recently, a number of studies support that the linear correlation is a good interdependence measure only in the case of the elliptic distributions (Szegö [2005] among others). Consequently, the Markowitz model suits better the elliptic distributions with fined variances such as the t-Student and the normal distributions.
However, many other empirical essays suggest that even in the case of non elliptic distributions, the standard variance-covariance model is validated with only one limit:
The extreme events are under estimation ( Kondor and Pafka [2001] ; Putnam et al. (APT). Yet, these models developed for a "normal world" express their limits in front of the market reality.
The VaR a new risk measure
The multivariate models developed within a normal framework are, with no doubt, attractive. How a simplest tool describing a two random variables combination by their respective marginal distributions and their correlation coefficient would be abandoned easily?
In the end of the nineties, new risk measures were introduced principally under the extreme events analysis influence. In this researching dynamic, the Value-at-Risk concept was born.
This new risk measure was introduced to answer a relatively simple but extremely precise question: How much would be the expected loss associated to an asset portfolio, during one day, one week or one year, with a predetermined probability?
Yet, the VaR concept has a practical origin since 1994; J.P. Morgan reveals to the shareholder that the VaR associated to their portfolio is about 15 millions of American dollars per day at 95% confidence level.
The VaR models: A small definition
The VaR models provide an appreciation of an assets portfolio exposure degree to market risks i.e. to prices, interest rates, exchange rates, unfavorable fluctuations, etc..
The VaR models assess the maximum potential loss resulting from an unfavorable price fluctuations for a given time horizon at a specific confidence level.
A more formalized VaR definition is the following: For a given time horizon and a probability level k (with 
The VaR models: Different methods
Three different VaR methods are admitted in the related literature to assess risks associated to an assets portfolio.
The first one is the delta normal method called also the standard variance-covariance model based on the financial returns normality assumption. The normal VaR uses a linear approximation of price movements (or their log). When a portfolio is consisting of financial instruments with linear behavior towards risks, portfolio volatility is directly calculated via the variance-covariance matrix of the risk factors.
In spite of its simplicity, the normal VaR is criticized firstly for its strong normality assumption, since financial variables violate usually this assumption. Financial returns distribution functions are characterized by both fat tails and Kurtosis excess. The normal VaR is also criticized for its inadaptability to non linear financial instruments such as derivatives.
The second VaR method is the non parametric one based on the construction of a financial returns distribution with reference to historical data. Consequently, the normality assumption limit of the variance-covariance method is overcome within this second approach.
The historical approach does not formulate any a priori assumption on the returns distribution function shape. The historical VaR is an extrapolative method that assumes that the future is a faithful reproduction of the past and the present. Historical data are used to identify a hypothetical density function which is employed to calculate a current or future portfolio VaR.
Yet, the non parametric method is not so robust. Its major handicap is its high sensitivity to historical data. Within this approach, the probability that the future losses will be superior to the highest loss even realized is null.
The third VaR method is the Monte Carlo simulation. It is based on the choice of the distribution function that fits closely the future assets prices fluctuations and t he calculation of the worst loss at the 99 or 95 percentiles of the generated distribution.
Probably the Monte Carlo simulation is the most complete VaR approach. However, the method suffers from some problems of specification. The Monte Carlo VaR is also heavy to manage since it requires doing many simulations to lead to good precise results.
In the extension of the three VaR methods, the related theoretical literature is accustomed to itemize the stress tests. These tests lead to the examination of financial variables fluctuations impact in a portfolio value. Within this approach, different prices 7 fluctuations scenarios are identified than the assets portfolio value is evaluated under those scenarios.
The fact that a probability is attributed to each scenario, allows to the construction of a probability distribution associated to portfolio returns. The VaR is deduced from the post determined distribution function. The stress tests are however relatively subjective since the scenarios based on which the VaR are calculated are defined in an arbitrary way.
The VaR: Some empirical evidence
The He proves also the asymmetrical reaction of the method to risk variation: The measured risks increase in the case of considerable losses but not when the portfolio realizes important gains.
Nowadays, the VaR approach is criticized mainly in the case of non elliptic returns distributions for the following reasons In this paper, we propose an exchange risk VaR modelling applied to a public debt portfolio in the case of a small developing economy: Tunisia. The empirical added value of our investigation is to apply the standard variance-covariance VaR model to a small developing economy. We test mainly, the Leptokurtic returns distribution with an excess of Kurtosis limit. In the economic side, our analysis is an a posteriori evaluation of the Tunisian public debt management strategy in its exchange risk component.
Section 2: Data and methodology
In this study, we apply the standard variance covariance VaR model to a Tunisian representative long run debt portfolio. Indeed, the representative portfolio is a close reproduction of the sovereign debt structure. We are interested exclusively in the exchange risk resulting from the three dominating currencies in the debt portfolio: The dollar, the euro and the yen.
Consequently, the paper answers a very precise question: How much is the maximum potential loss associated to the Tunisian long run public debt, due to the three main currencies fluctuations, by a one day time horizon, at a 95% confidence level?
7 IMF: International Monetary Fund. WB: World Bank.
Data
We are interested in the three main currencies composing the Tunisian public debt portfolio, the dollar, the euro and the yen. So that, analyzing the exchange risk associated to the Tunisian national debt amounts returns to studying the three flowing exchange rates: TND/USD; TND/EUR and TND/JPY.
Our empirical investigation deals with daily data from 01/01/1999 to 06/30/2006. The total observations number by currency is around 1950.
We use spot rates. The TND/USD and TND/EUR time series are extracted directly from DataStream database while the TND/JPY time series are computed using the TND/USD and USD/JPY cross exchange rates available in the database. The quotation is uncertain.
A little descriptive statistics
The three time series statistical properties are summarized in table n°1 (See annex).
During the studied period, the euro vis-à-vis the Tunisian dinar is in average more expensive than the dollar and the yen. The exchange rate of the dinar is also more volatile versus the euro than versus the dollar and the yen. The ascendant tendency of the TND/EUR was going closely with a declining tendency of the TND/USD.
Graph n°1 demonstrates also that during the studied period, the dinar exchange rates vis-à-vis the Japanese yen seems to follow the dinar exchange rates vis-à-vis the American dollar fluctuations.
Moreover, during the studied period from 1999 to 2006, the Tunisian dinar exchange rate vis-à-vis the three currencies is relatively stable. The spot rates fluctuate mainly within ( -2%, +2%) interval. The exchange rate management strategy adopted by
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Tunisian authorities is relatively steady. The Tunisian exchange rate seems to wave in a fixed range such as in the snake system.
The tendencies revealed by graphs would be completed via a variance covariance analysis between the three currencies (a correlation analysis). 
A preliminary correlation analysis
The matrix of correlation between the three exchange rates could give a preliminary idea about the three variables behaviors and their interdependence structure. In our case, the three exchange rates behavior during the period examined could be summarized in a (3x3) symmetric matrix, i.e. in three values.
The main results of the correlation analysis are the following:
Result 1: A negative correlation coefficient between the TND/USD and the TND/EUR (-0,270). A Tunisian dinar appreciation vis-à-vis the dollar goes with a dinar depreciation vis-à-vis the euro and vice versa. The two exchange rates follow opposite tendencies.
Result 2:
A negative correlation coefficient between the TND/EUR and the TND/JPY (-0,014) but significantly inferior in absolute value than that of the precedent case. When the Tunisian dinar is depreciated vis-à-vis the euro, it is appreciated vis-à-vis both the dollar and the yen but less in the second case than in the first one and vice versa.
Result 3:
The correlation coefficient between the TND/USD and the TND/JPY is not only positive but around twice in absolute value of that between the TND/USD and the TND/EUR (+0,534). The dinar appreciation towards dollar goes with depreciation of the 13 euro (result 1) and with a simultaneous appreciation in a more pronounced way towards the yen. This third result could be explained by the following status of the Japanese yen vis-à-vis the American dollar.
The matrix of correlation between the three exchange rates (TND/USD; TND/EUR; TND/JPY) is worth teaching about the policy of managing the exchange risk associated to the Tunisian public debt portfolio.
Consequence 1:
The negative correlation between the TND/USD and the TND/EUR means that the Tunisian exchange rate vis-à-vis the two dominating currencies is managed to compensate the potential losses associated to the depreciation of the one throughout the gains resulting from the simultaneous appreciation o f the other.
Consequence 2:
The three currencies do not have the same weight in the Tunisian exchange rate management strategy. While the dollar and the euro act as leader currencies following opposite tendencies, the yen operates as a follower vis-à-vis the American dollar.
Consequence 3:
The Tunisian exchange rate management strategy is characterized by its prudence since it takes into account the opposite movements of the two dominant currencies, the euro and the dollar.
The next step of the analysis is to evaluate the Tunisian exchange rate management policy viability in minimizing risks.
Calculating the correlation and the variance-covariance matrix The correlation matrix 
Variables
To assess the exchange risk associated to the Tunisian public debt portfolio, we use the geometric returns of the spot exchange rates evaluated in percentage (%). So we define the three following variables: Table n°2 summarizes the statistical characteristics of the three variables. Graphs n°5 to 7 give an idea about the three exchange rates returns evolution (See annex). The three variables fluctuate in an interval [-1%, 1%]. Only the exchange rate of the Tunisian dinar against the Japanese yen goes some times beyond this range. Yet the extreme variations of the dinar against the yen do never exceed the 5% in absolute value.
Methodology
To assess the exchange risk associated to the Tunisian public debt, we apply the standard variance covariance VaR. We support that the parametric method is the most appropriate one in our case since we use financial linear variables. So that the limit of the delta normal VaR non adaptability to financial instruments with non linear behavior is avoided.
Concerning the financial returns non normality limit, we assume that even that our variables convergence to normality is not total; the VaR approach viability is empirically admitted despite that constraint. Indeed, Chan et Tan [2003] among others, demonstrate through daily data related to eight Asian currencies from 1992 to 1999, the normality assumption is valid even in the case of flat tailed distributions at the 95% confidence level.
A two assets portfolio
The so-called delta normal method or the standard variance covariance model assumes that all asset-prices fluctuations are normally distributed.
Under this normality assumption, the portfolio return is also normally distributed since it is a linear combination of normal variables. Consequently, a two assets portfolio VaR can be calculated from the VaR of each asset.
With: So that, the worst loss to which a portfolio composed by normally distributed assets returns is exposed at 95% (respectively 99%) confidence level, is determined by calculating a negative (unfavorable) fluctuations of prices corresponding to 1.65
(respectively 2.33) standard deviation away from the mean.
A more than two assets portfolio
The formula [1] applied in the case of a two assets portfolio could be generalized to portfolio with n assets with
So that, the worst loss to which a portfolio with n assets is exposed within 95% confidence level, under the assumption of normality could be formulated in the following In our investigation, we are interested in a three assets portfolio ( 3 = n ) within 95% confidence level.
[ ] 
Application
Before calculating the P VaR associated to Tunisian long run public debt portfolio using equation [3] , we start with normality tests to all variables.
Empirical studies assert the normality assumption sensitivity to the time series length. The financial returns diverge more and more from the normal distribution with time series excessively long. Inversely, extremely short time series lead to biased and non significant results. So that, in the first step of our empirical investigation, we test the normality of the three exchange rates returns during the whole period studied by determining the statistical properties of what we called the global portfolio. 
The normality assumption acceptance in the case of the annual portfolios
To solve the non normality assumption problem noticed in the case of the global portfolio, we opt for a time decomposition of the starting portfolio to eight different In fact we know that the minimum length admitted in the related literature, for VaR tests, is annual and as we note that the normality convergence is increasing with the total observations number decrease, we choose annual decomposition of the global portfolio.
Indeed, on the one hand, the one year minimum length is usually required by financial regulatory authorities since one year historic data are the minima condition for VaR results reliability. On the other hand, tests applied to our data, demonstrate that when the observations number decreases, the financial returns distribution convergence to normality is greater.
Both tables from 5 to 12 (See annex) and empirical cumulative distribution functions (cdf) demonstrate a best convergence of the annual portfolios to the normal distribution than the global one. Consequently, we support that, in the case of the Tunisian dinar exchange rates against the principal currencies composing the public debt portfolio, the parametric VaR is appropriate for annual portfolios. Graphs from 9 to 16 corroborate also the annual portfolios convergence to the normal distribution.
Calculating VaR
The exchange rates returns convergence to the normal distribution in the case of the annual portfolios is the sine qua none condition for applying the parametric VaR. As this condition is satisfied, we can proceed to the VaR calculation.
To do that, We opt for 95% confidence level since our annual portfolios returns distribution are slightly Leptokurtic with a little excess of Kurtosis. For each of the eight annual portfolios, we proceed as follows:
First step: Input data
The first step of calculating VaR deals with the three following elements:
1) The risk vector
The risk associated to the three exchange rates is measured in percentage (%) through the V vector with
k is the normal standard deviation within the 95% confidence level i.e. The examination of the different j σ demonstrates that the three exchange rates classification by volatilities is the same for all the annual portfolios. During the last eight years, the dinar exchange rate against the three main currencies classified from the more volatile to the less volatile is the following: The yen, the dollar and finally the euro.
2) The correlation matrix
The correlation matrix expresses the interdependence structure between the three exchange rate returns. In our case, the general characteristics of the correlation matrix are invariable throughout time. These unchanging properties could be summarized in the three following points: a) A negative correlation between the dinar returns against the dollar and against the euro ( On the one hand, we know that the Tunisian long run external debt structure by currency is relatively stable during the studying period. On the other hand, we know also that the Tunisian public debt in American dollar represents 25% of the total debt portfolio, that in euro is about 23% and that expressed in Japanese yen is around 22% 8 .
The remainder is expressed in other different currencies. As we assume that the share of the Tunisian long run public debt expressed in other currencies is perfectly diversified, we presume, in consequence, that the risk associated to that public debt share is null. In this way, the 100 millions Tunisian dinars of the long run external debt is divided to 70 millions exchange risky share and 30 millions non exchange risky share.
So that, the vector position X expressing external public debt flows is, in our case, 
Third step: Multiplying by the Vector position
When it is predetermined, the risk matrix is multiplied by the vector position X to calculate the squared VaR.
So that, the final number is the squared VaR. For instance, the 8 th annual portfolio calculated VaR is equal to 0.2344. This result could be interpreted as follows: At 95% level confidence, The Tunisian government could lose at worst, 0.2344 millions of dinars per day, on a total external long-run public debt portfolio evaluated at 100 millions dinars. This loss is exclusively due to the exchange risk associated to the three composing debt portfolio main currencies fluctuations.
Fourth step: By-currency VaR decomposition
To improve our exchange risk analysis in the case of the Tunisian public debt, we extend the study to a risk decomposition by-currency. So that, the concept we use is that of the component VaR. All the methodology steps are reproduced for each of the eight annual portfolios.
Section 3: Main Results
The methodological side
Our study demonstrates the parametric VaR applicability in the case of small developing country such as Tunisia. Indeed, for daily exchange rates returns, the normality assumption would be validated provided that the observations number is optimal.
Our study supports that the time series optimal length for daily data is annual. This result takes into account both convergence degree of returns distribution to normality and regulatory restrictions.
The economic side
Our empirical study leads to the following main conclusions:
A time stability of the interdependence structure between the three exchange rates
Firstly, the Tunisian exchange rate returns interdependence structure measured via the variance-covariance matrix is characterized by its time stability. The correlation coefficients signs are unchanged from one annual portfolio to another and consequently during all the studied period from 1999 to mid 2006.
Secondly, our VaR analysis corroborates the preliminary results deduced via the examination of the standard variance-covariance matrix between the three exchange rates:
[1] In the Tunisian exchange rate policy, the dollar and the euro behaves as the two leader currencies and follow opposite tendencies while the Japanese yen act as a follower vis-à-vis the American dollar.
[2] The Tunisian exchange rate policy is distinguished by its prudence: The dinar exchange rate is managed in the way that the potential losses due to its depreciation vis-à-vis one of the two main currencies are compensated by the gains resulting from its simultaneous appreciation vis-à-vis the other.
A stable ordinal classification of the three exchange rates in return/risk terms
A Markowitz representation of the annual portfolios associating return to risk (See graph n°17) shows that, while the euro is the less risky currency in the Tunisian public debt portfolio throughout the studied period, the dollar is the highest return currency in the portfolio. 
The euro as a potential hedge against the exchange risk in the Tunisian public debt portfolio
The calculated betas by currency, as summarized in table n°14 (See annex) and represented in graph n°19, reveal that for all annual portfolios, only the beta of the euro are slightly negative or null. The betas associated to both the dollar and the yen are positive, but much higher in the second case. Consequently, while the euro mitigates the risk exchange associated to the Tunisian public debt portfolio, the dollar and the yen act as risk sources.
Once more, we demonstrate that the yen is the riskiest currency in the Tunisian public debt portfolio. Not only the betas associated to that currency are positive but they are superior in absolute values to all other betas. 10 Details for VaR calculation are available. Finally, the euro contribution to global portfolio risk is negative and on average near to (-5%).
So that, the euro may act as a hedge against the exchange risk in the Tunisian public debt portfolio. The euro relative share increase in the Tunisian public debt portfolio has a negative impact on the global risk incurred. The greater is this relative share, the less is the risk associated to the public debt portfolio. Inversely, an increase in the relative share of the American dollar or the Japanese yen raises the global risk associated to the Tunisian public debt portfolio. The yen impact is yet more negative than the dollar one. 
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The American dollar is a riskier currency in the Tunisian public debt portfolio since the public debt contracted in dollar does not go closely with the trade flows between Tunisia and the United States. The yen does surely do the same. Yet, since its follower status vis-à-vis the dollar, the yen is twice threatening. The yen retransmit, in addition, some of the American risk.
The VaR decomposition analysis concludes in favor of the increase of the relative share of the Tunisian public debt in euro at the expense of those in yen than in dollar to optimize the exchange risk associated to public debt portfolio. Our recommendation is however, based only on financial analysis and does not take into account any political or institutional constraint.
The non diversified VaR represents 65% of the total VaR associated to the Tunisian
Public Debt portfolio This result proves the management stability of both the exchange rate and the national debt policies. This stability is due to the public debt management process on its self. In fact, the Tunisian Central Bank has not only the monopole of the exchange rate management but it also intervenes actively in the management of the public debt and mainly in managing the long run public debt contracted in foreign currencies. In conclusion, via only a financial approach, we succeed demonstrating that reducing global exchange risk associated to the Tunisian public debt portfolio i s question of redefining the structure by-currency of that portfolio. We prove that the euro is in fact the refuge currency for managing exchange risk associated to the Tunisian public debt portfolio. This result goes together with the requirement of a "natural hedge" strategy. Table n 
Annex
